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NO- SFP Cope 

_ To Quin Shea from Harold Weisberg JFK and King assassination appeals 3/3/79. 

This is pertinent to both cases although it. is prompted by what I have dust aiscovered 

in Ne§ Orleans "Oswald" records: an entire file withheld from me, - . 

  

In this connection I remind you that if my recollection is correct: in your. ‘testimony 

in C.A.75-1996 you did not testify to any searches for information I alleged xiste 

was withheld other than to an alleged inability to locate “nissing attachments 

I also remind you that when you have followed. leads I have provided you h 

records the FBI claimed did not exist. In the case of the Long tickler, Ming, 

      

   first told that it did not exist and as I recall that it had been destroyed. Ls 
There are many such leads that, before the judge involved you in the King case, a 

provided to both the FBI and Civil Division, both of which totally ignored these: Leads. 

  

I illustrate with a matter I have filed in Court in an affidavit, to which = messponee 

has been made and I fecal! clearly having taken up with all Departmental and FET people. 

involved, thenature of the Sbsructions provided to the field offices: by FBI 

‘Legal Counsel. a % ee 

These instrictions, by Charles Matthews, did not tell New Orleans, the case I used, or. 

the other field offices, to provide all relevant informations Ingtead the. Anetruetio 

specified which files were to be searched. 

          

     

  

As a result I keep finding records the FBI intended not to provide, either the 

records themselves obtained from another source, or as just happened, a réference to 

an entire file not provided, again a New Orleans case. ee 

Actually, much more than this single "Oswald" file. 

  

The FBI has maintained a predetermined and false pretense to disinterest tn? and 

detachment from Jom Garrison and his adventurese Then it provided me with records 

indicating that it merely filed information that was provided but that it had no Garrison 

file. Now I find that all of this is false, that in addition it did have a Garrison file and 

that it covered him fully, ranging from insider informer to public appearancese 

- When I first obtained proof that all field offices had been directed to provide 

inventories of all records relating to Dr. King and that assassination I gave the FBI, 

through SA John “4artingh, a copy of that 19—page Chicago teletype from the FBIHQ MURKIN 

file, very much am issue in C.A.75-1996. SA Hartingh told me this was only a ene~shot, 

that only Chicago had filed such information and there was no significance, Only when I 

obtained Dallas Field Office JFK records not provided in the gq FBIHQeggeneral 

releases did I obtain proof that this was foley and could not have been false by accident. 

I have appealed, asking for all directives Q§ all inventories in both cases. Your office 

found one of the earlier ones and Wid not protide what I believe is required, all copies 

of all such directives and the responses to them oF all field offices in both casese 

iF one belrnge/ m MUCKIN al! bid.



While I have come to believe that there is no concern anywhere in the Department. 

about false representations to the courts I would prefer to believe that you personally: i 
do now want such things to happen and that the function of your office is contrary to this. “ie 
practise. Therefore I regret that my not being provided with this kind = information, . | bee cutee ot prevental m records I believe are within my requests, pec caces preva iy eet you and the: Gourt 
in C.A.75-199§ with more information bearing on the deliberateness of non COnpALANRS 

  

In the past I have been abused in court by Department counsel's sneering references 
to my allegedly basefplass suspicions about deliberate withholdings and such matters, 

notwithstanding a long record pot proofse This appears to represent Yepartment policy 
with regard to an Act intended to establish the peoples’ right to know what. their. 
Government is doings When I have said what my experience validates, that if..t specify. 
what I have learned any subsequent compliance is limited to what I specify. . Bee 

I regret that it has come to the paint where I now will: have to do sone of this with 
your office if only because it has not acted on all such leads: that Z have provided and: 
until I learn the meaning, if any, of the assigning of new * Appaata numbers to. BEERS: meat 
are three years old and have not been acted on. $ : 

To now my personal experience with you has persuaded me that despite our many ait es oe 
ferences you intend to obey the Act in good faith in the performance of your duties. ae am Pate 
However, I have found no eWidence that you can require compliance when non=compliance is - ea 
established and I have wasted too much of my life responding to deliberately false and ; 

misleading FBI affidavits. If I give you specific leads of the nature I refer to above 
; I have no reason to expect from the FBI anything more than at most disclosure of what I 

| prove it has wi thei) game ‘This would be to ignore Santayana's wisdom, 4 “learning 
from the past meapjay reliving ite 

' On the other hand, in general, I an more than willing to help you establish the 

existence: andlocation of withheld records, as you know I have offered to do on a number of 

occasions. For months I have been awaiting the establishing of a time for a meeting on 

  

this in one case now in courte ; 

Under the Act I am not required to do any of the things I've done in an effort to 

obtain compliance. They are necessary, as a practical matter, only because of official 
false representation and deliberate non-compliance. What I refer to above comes from 

odds and ends of records I was not able to examine until early’ this morning. Not only did 

the FBI know of these files, not only do its file guides and indices establish their existence 

and require that they have been produced on compliance- but in this case their existence ane. 

location became known to the FBI FOIA Unit. ae: therefore is responsible, atop all other 

official responsibilities Ss, for withhotding records within the requests Good faith and due 

diligence yo epmeSen hp ye added recently, are required. 

 



vushose records, outside of Central Records, should have been searched, yet there is the. fact 

  

With regard to the productivity of your office, and I am aware that it is seriously Se 

overloaded as I also have become impressed with the good intentions of some: of you staff a 

it produces remarkably little for me and this extends to relatively simple matey as SEs 

    

    

    

      

for example the remaining search and complaince appealed in the Byers matters * “his. ROW ss as 

Clearly, will be delayed until after the added official propaganda accomplishments o: : 

tne coming House assaasins committee reports. 

There has been no word, on the King case, of any searches.of any of the FEL offices: 

of the Long tickler to establish the need. My efforts with this begain with the: FBI. in ie 

1976, without any report in writing and none I can pettember verbally of the searching oi aoe 

that was required. I recall what now is established as the clear falsehood by at least SA - ats 

Hartingh, that there are no such separate files, that all FBI HQ files are in Ceritiral: filess 

(FBI legad counsel and a number of others were present, and on more than one occasions) 

Thereafter y: Taised this with you - quite long agde 

   
When I completed the memorandum on the Civil, Division Fonsultancy, at my cost. I provides a 

you with a copy, anticipating that wesme in the sone have proven non-compliance in o 

affidavits, that the Division did not provide you ete copies of these proofse About a year: nee 

has passed. I recall neither a report for your office disputing or denying the ghite 

e providing of withheld ee 8 accomplish 

the compliance clearly required by these specifics of withholding, (Limited to the 

diversion and digression for other non-compliances, MURKIN).» © 

    

  

specific citations of non-compliance your t 

As I go over records, which I do when iam not required to contest false representations 

to each and every court before which I am, @y some of ficiah I keep finding such illustra~- 

tions. It is not only that if an outsider can do this it is obvious that howe with detailed 

  

knowledge and training on the inside can do this and more. It has come to the point where 

I have to wonder about the seriousness of the Department in having an appeals office if 

either it is without power to compel compliance when, compliance is proven or the Department 

keeps it so wnderstaff ed gnd overworked that the function becomes close to meaningless in 

large and complicated cases made complicated only by official determination to do soe 

“t is not encouraging, to take anyother recent illustration, to find you testifying to 

the inapplicability of (b)(2) as used and then to get an entire file in which it is used 

so extensively that in a large Volume it is ussed on each and every one of the 100 records 

and in each of these 100 cases is used to withhold what is within the public domaing (I did 

not give you all that I have on this because of what I state above about prior experiences 

with the PBI, If I have to use it in court I will.) 

I was quite indignant about the now permanent abuse of me and new and improper official 

$ffort to undermine the credibility of my work and my personal integrity and credibility 

in the FBIHQ general JFK releases. Long. before then I sought to be able to use my my rightse 

In about 1976 or early 1977 I did file memos wider PA. Now I find that these recorés, largely



fabbications: and where not caref ully y gneled to be accept Stay misleadding and defamatory ry 

and available for further defamation n (beyond recall, lubich no official desirés in any event.) 
Yet I appealed the PA denjals three years agos I have renewed this on a number of -occasions 

when I obtained new proofs, none of which iagitt led to any substantical compliance, and what 

I now find is that when I provide new proof, some of quite improper official misconduct ? 

your office treats this as a new appeal and puts the three-yearéold request at the bottom 

of your great stack of backkoge (So there wil] be no misunderstanding, that natter was 

proof of atill another improper FBI intrusion into my life through an infommer, I. - i 

_ have also recently provided you with proof that the FKI had tried to injure . me. when I 

appeared in public, to destroy my reputation, credibility and works) 

Seema Mo end ‘apparent. 

Where in specific cases. compliance is simple and I have. speéified even where: +0 search, 

even when the Department's word is Healt to “ judge, there then is no compliance. Y3 ile 
KinG tam 

lustrate with a very s ne ieture and am sketch. that as: a. concerned 

citizen I loaned to the FBI 1. eat 1968%, immediately after the King assassin 
natio vA ed no book. on it.) When the FBI persisted in non-complianeg. the. ithe . 

Division asked it to comply. 1t didn't. Then Civil Division counsel volunteer :     
    

  

here would be prompt Gimpldance, This was in camera Deas ; 19 4: : 

  

   

The record rovided to me 

    

your office. Yet as of today it has nis happetiods even when those procaine ‘the: records y 

were forced to read what the FBI kmew all along 2 SG where the: material was 

: Doge this reifect less than hopelessness outside of juabeiten compulsion? Does, ie not ake j 

reflect a totality of determination not to comply even in relatively small and séuiile ee 

matters? Does it hot reflect an enormous cost and waste as well as determined non-compliance? 

And what does it reflect of the efficacy, even the meaning of appeal and the Department's 

intent with appeal machinery? 

I have no case in court that had to go to any courte In Marx every case I was given. 

no choice, What a cost-what a waste— and what a contrast to all official testimony = 

relating to the Act, waa the recent representations to the Congress by the new 

FBI Directors 

    

You mey regard this as selféserving but it isn't and isn't so intended. 

The time is never going to come when I can or will accept official misrepresentationsy, 

(varti cularly to a court) with equanimity and I believe sincerely that FOIA bespeaks the 

- basic greatness of this country's contribution to man's freedom and self-government, a 

pet that is costly ao me 
Donet sR & . 

Vigor le still degire to enable you to perform a proper appeals 

function and I do seek to inform you 2 explanations. that may be redundant to you 

-fo @ your Staff, towken=they eat » 
1 

m



Another matter representing another disagreement between us and another martker 

form of withholding that I have appealed, what I regard as quate serious, was 

debunked @» denuded ~- in dramatic form at the very early hour I start and when I am always = 

fortunately, feeling good and in a good state of mind. It influences the strength of the 

feeling I do not hide from youe 

I have claimed that withholding records asked for and substituting the allegation 

"yreviously Processed" is sage? of withholding, that. the ye adi £ seemingly duplicate 

records is meéther--ay noF an exemption to the jicte tart Gften the supposed duplicates . 

hold information not on carlier copies, ama I'Ve proven this often enough, as you have 

learned in sore apt spot checking}g thet “Ene real reason i 

arth ting bem tts well as Gee withholding, endecticat a proper — 
at the least it roquites, of ation of where "previostsly processed". In the past I have 

rovided you with ijiustrations of the re ing wees in the first instance and. 
wetted frye. a. Seema tla rep reese it 

then Wa undér the pretense of having bee vided "oaubter. You have held that to 

provide these cross references to justify a withholdin:; constitutes research for Me. 

   

(Perhaps it was not this way, exactly. Perhaps it is that you upheld the FBI's view 

  

       

  

that this constitutes researc .) In any event, the practise and the withho continue BI sh] , pap rsttned tose continue. Now I have come accross a a I believe makeS\yeumnie 

equaghiese arbitrary and Oo edapeay withholdings I have worksheets on which the FBI noted 

the exact identification of the ,' breviosfily processed" recordse This means that whether 

or not theve is additional and still withheld infornedéion on the records not provided on. 

claim of eee processed" papers there is a citation to where one can “a 

  

When I can make copies I will provide you with two consecutive pages, which I consider 

an adequate example. 

Until then I have further news for yous one of the "previously processed" claims on these 

two works heet pages is to a file totally withheld from me. 

And this is precisely the situation I posited long ago in arguing the inappropriate- 

ness and greater cost all around of the "previously processed" substitution for the records 

I have not yet checked the individual Serials cited. But I will. . 

It seems to me that there is more than enough initial checking to inform you that 

ne entire file cited is withheld whereas the worksheets state "previously processed" . 

and the FBI told me this means provided. 

My intent is this should be clear from my informing you rather than keeping this to 

piel as a surprise in courte 

Please believe.me there is neither joy nor satisfaction in this or in the need to 

have to go through all of this after an appeal and in a "freedom of information matter.     

¢



It is hours later. I had not expected to write you further about this. You can 

decide for yourself from what follows whether what I adda is Significant in terms of 

amp compliance or effectiveness of appeal. individual 

So far today I have found references to three files - not/records, files - that 

have not been provided. 

As I was reading these records one seemed familiar. So I checked against the 

file I'd read earlier and found that there is a duplicate and that the second copy I 

r@ad has quite significant information aided by hande 

It raises questions about the honesty of FBI testimony to the Warren Commission, 

I think very serious questions in an important area. 

Obviously if the "previously processed" claim had been made for the second ‘copy 

+ read I would not have that information. 

I have also found under "previously processed" citation to the file — but with all 

that recorded, not the seriel number, which is the only way of locating the record.


